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CLOSING

5.1. Conclusion

Based on data finding and data discussions in previous chapter, the writer concludes that the moral values is so useful to our live and should be have some body. Somebody can say have a moral if have fundamental moral values. Based on Hartmann theory there are four fundamental of moral values that is the Good, The noble, richness of experiences and purity. In this research just found three of four of the moral values.

The short story ‘the golden touch’ gives us many lessons about moral, especially positive and negative moral value. King Midas, Marygold and the stranger are three characters in that story. All of them representative good moral and just king Midas have a negative moral.

The positive moral that they show are lover, wise, care, responsibility, regretful and self-confidence. King Midas touch us how to be a good person by have a positive moral values, similarly to Marygold and the stranger. Beside positive moral value King Midas also have a negative moral value. There are arrogant, greedy, gripe and avaricious. It is a bad attitude that not allows we take.

From three of paragraph the king Midas is most of his character that have a positive moral. And he is also the most characters that have negative moral values.
5.2. Suggestion

Based on the conclusion, the writer expects and suggests to the reader especially children should not follow the act which intend to negative moral that they read by this short story. And for the parents to always observe by give a lesson good moral to the children. Many ways to teach them, one of it is read the education short story like ‘the golden touch’.